
1. Title of research project: Building an Ultra-low Frequency Radio Telescope

2. Academic level: MSc

3. Supervisor’s title and full name: Prof. J. L. Sievers

4. Co-supervisor’s title and full name: N/A

5. Supervisor’s university: University of KwaZulu–Natal

6. Overviews and aims of the research project:

Marion Island, halfway between Africa and Antarctica, is one of the most remote places on
Earth. With no permanent inhabitants and no continental landmass within 2,000 km, it has a
pristine radio environment, with no interference visible even in the FM band. The clean envi-
ronment coupled with Marion’s southern location and the upcoming solar minimum means
that we have a rare chance to try to oberve the universe below 10 MHz (the lower range of
the High Frequency of HF band). This is truly unexplored territory, with the current state-
of-the-art dating back to the ’60s and ’70s from Tasmania. This project will build prototype
antennas and receivers to be deployed to Marion to make sub-10 MHz maps. If successful,
we plan to deploy an array of these antennas across Marion, allowing us to improve on the
angular resolution of the best available maps by a factor of about 30.

Given the small scale of this project, the student who takes it on will be able to con-
tribute to a wide range of work spanning both instrumentation and preliminary analysis.
The student may have the opportunity to participate in the April 2018 or April 2019 voyages
to Marion Island, where we will deploy the new hardware and perform on-site instrument
characterisation. We anticipate deploying at least two antennas that can be correlated on a
low-power FPGA board such as the SNAP boards developed for HERA that we are using
for another project on Marion.

7. Relevance of the research proposed to the priority areas of MeerKAT and/or SKA:

The addresses the SKA research priority area of radio astronomy antennas and receivers.
Instrumentation and data analysis for RFI detection and removal will also be an integral
component of this project, as the Marion Island observing environment is exceptionally radio
quiet. An important goal of this analysis will be quantifying what fraction of the time we will
be able to see through the ionosphere, and extrapolate that to other possible HF observing
sites.

8. Work breakdown structure:

– Year 1: Build expertise in radio astronomy and instrumentation. Begin working with HF
amplifiers and simple antennas in the lab in preparation for the April 2018 takeover voyage
to Marion Island. Perform lab tests of the hardware after the deployment in order to debug
any potential instrumental issues.

– Year 2: If needed, continue lab tests of hardware, and carry out more detailed simulations
of possible antenna designs. Analyse data returned from 2018 deployment. Characterize
usable frequency and make preliminary maps from data taken. Complete MSc thesis.
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9. Availability of required data / access to required equipment / availability of research fa-
cilities and other resources required:

The HF prototype is a small-scale, self-contained experiment, so data availability is not an
issue. All of the hardware will be in South Africa.

10. Signature of supervisor and date of proposal submission:

The subsidiary for postgraduate degrees from the Department of Higher Education is op-
timized for a Masters degree to be completed in two years, and a Doctoral degree to be
completed in three years. SKA SA bursaries are aligned with this framework. In signing this
proposal, I am confirming that there is a reasonable chance that a student will complete the
work of the proposed project within the prescribed time.

In addition, as per Section 9 above, in signing this proposal, I am confirming that all the
required resources for the project will be available at the start of the project.

Prof. J. L. Sievers
University of KwaZulu–Natal
15 August 2017
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